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Thanks to Jessalyn for giving me an opportunity to share UC San Diego Library’s experience.
Why Join BIBCO?

- To become a member of the ECIP Cataloging Partnership Program
  - Initiative of Becky Culbertson
  - Strong support from the Library Administration
  - To contribute by cataloging UC Press publications
Some historical background on UCSD’s involvement in PCC:

PCC was formed in 1994 from the Cooperative Cataloging Council. (NACO existed before the PCC did.)
Brian Schottlaender was the third chair of PCC, in 1997-98. This was just after CONSER had been consolidated into PCC.

Thanks again to LC for putting all RDA training materials online!
We had a bumpy experience for system setup: install setup files, access to On-The-MARC program, but in the end, we figured them out one by one by working with LC ECIP staff and IT staff on both sides, we test through each step in the process.

Because we had RDA training in Feb 2013, so we only had BIBCO Orientation Webinar on Nov. 25, and ECIP training video on Traffic Manager and On-The-MARC Program (ONIX to MARC converter LC developed), later hands-on practice

We submitted our first batch of 5 records on April 2, Jessalyn and Camilla provide review and answered questions very quickly. We contributed records April 4,
Very positive experience:

- Both BIBCO orientation webinar and ECIP On-The-MARC training video were with clarity that the were very easy to understand.
- Our staff are very capable and quick with action, NACO coordinator also gives ECIP NACO review quick turnaround time. We also meet and discuss our workflow and share our experience. We update our documentations internally use content management system.
- Camilla Williams and Jessalyn are always quick in getting back to us on either review or answer questions.

So far we have very positive experience and are doing great! We really appreciate all the support from ECIP/BIBCO staff.

Since we are focus on contributing ECIP records, some possible future developments I can think of are on ECIP. I am sure not every institution who joined ECIP ran into the issues we had. But we all can save these setup instructions and troubleshooting questions and turn into some general setup Q&A, as well as cataloging FAQ, may help save staff time and effort on both sides.

Thanks to Jessalyn for incorporate ECIP into BPM, since LC ECIP documentations is fairly LC centric, we probably want to revisit and determine what’s need to be incorporated into BPM and what’s not from ECIP Partners’ perspective, ...
Thanks again for letting me share UCSD’s experience!
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